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Campus gives
tsunami aid

X

Editor’s note:
There will be no issue
tomorrow or Monday.
Daily publication will
begin on Tuesday.

Wong said he got the idea for
the setting up the relief collection
alter meeting with a
group ot fellow association
members
In the wake of the devastating
"A group of us got together
tsunami disaster in south Asia and thought we could pool our
that has e ltimed more than resources and help out," he said.
2(110,000 lives and left many
The Department of Counseling
homeless, there are several local Services is offering counseling
relict ettorts under way.
services for students who feel
l’he San lose State Universits
they have been personally
chapter of the American Medical attected by the disaster, said
Student Association has set up a SVig,gsy Sivertsen, director of
fund dedicated to providing aid (to nseling Sirs lc es.
to victims.
-We’re eneouraging students
So tar the association has Iii seek counseling it they feel
collected more than $1,600 in they’re having trouble. coping
the by weeks the fund has
with a traumatic event such as
been established, said chairman d disa+ter." Swertsen said.
Spencer \Ong.
Swertsen added that the
"Wet e gotten most of our department is working closely.
donations from protessors and with International Programs and
association members during the
Set-% ices to reach out to
winter break," Wong said.
students who are from the
Wong
added
that
that devastated areas.
the association will send the
"Sometimes it’s cultural taboo
donations to Cooperative for Iii discuss personal problems,"
American Relief Es ervw here, Sivertsen said. "We’re working
an organ wation that conducts with International Services to
humanitarian
relict
ettorts encourage these students Iii seek
worlds,. ide, at the end ot winter counseling it they need it "
session
It is critical tor students to be
"We is ire originally planning able to come to terms with their
to donate to I.), iclots 1\ ithout telling., she said.
Borders, but they had alreadv
"Trying to keep it bottled up
fulfilled their quota," he said
1,11.1 the most healthy thing,"
Wong also said the association sivertsen
"Sometimes.
said
will continue taking donations the best referrals come from
and hopes more money will come concerned friends."
in when students return today
Sivertsen added that the
for the spring 2005 semester.
department has sent out a letter
"Hopetullv use will get some to faculty that encourages them
help from Associated Students in to speak with students who may
promoting the fund when spring
see TSUNAMI, page 5
starts." he said.
By Emmanuel Lopez
Daily Copy Editor
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Rosa Farman, 6, paints a sign Tuesday afternoon for a flea market Lucha Elementary School is holding to raise
money for the tsunami victims. The flea market is Saturday from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. at 1970 Cinderella Lane.
Donations are being accepted at the school. For more information, call Ethic or Chryssi at 928 7150.

Man dies after fall
By John Myers
Dully Copy Editor
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A man, Norman Beever, was found
passed out on campus and later
rionounced dead atter being taken to
\ alley Mettle al ( enter on Dec III, 2004
the I msersitv Police Department said.
Reeser. vc, died from a head !wrv
he re, els ed atter lolling out Of or near a
tra,11 him behind Rot o. Dalt, Sgt. John
’surgeons tried to repair an injury to
his head, but they r’. ire unable to do so,
And he expired.- I .in s said.
a
I all
at
If titers
received
approximately 1 p.m. on Dec Iii. 2004
about a man passed out by a trash bin.
.111,1 they called tor paramedics atter
aiding Bees er
a
11111
ampus
police
did

investigation and determined the death
to have been an accident.
mav liiie tallen out ot thi
dumpster," Laws said.
Betwer had a shopping cart full ot
cans and bottle, near him when he was
tound, Laws said.
Laws said there were no is ’Messes
of Beever’s fall, and there is no other
evidence that Beever died trom any
other complicati,ins, such as a heart
att.’. Is or a stroke
Laws said Beever’s death was the
only one caused by accidents or crimes
on campus in 2004. and deaths on
campus are very IOW.
’Though a teis students have died on
campus from natural causes in the past.
many deaths are of homeless people
ss ho die from exposure during the
winter, Laws said.

New SJSU athletic director,
head football coach named

7

Former 49ers executive Tom Bowen will head department
Mark Cornejo
Daily Online Editor
As the student body was on break
this is inter, the Spartan
athletics department was
buss searching for a new
athletic director and head
football coach.
On Dec. 20, 2004,
Francisco
former San
Tom
executive
49ers
Bow en, 43, was hired as
San lose State University’s
TOKY
athletic director, and his
first move was to hire 66year-old Dick ’Tomes, as the Spartans head
h
football ,

Rovven understands that several of the
SJSU athletic programs, namely football,
have had many problems in recent years,
however, Bowen said he is ready for the
challenge.
"We’re
putting
together an incredible
football staff," said
Rovven,
who
has
also
at
worked
the
University
of
California, Berkeley
Mary’s
and
Saint
College in Moraga.
"For our guys, they
80KM
are going to have the
opportunity to be coached by the best in
see ATHLETICS, page 4

Delta Upsilon fraternity house consumed by fire
By Anna Mohr)
Daily Manimitty

An accidental tiri
1111. seCt1I11.1 tit ’or it the I N,Ito
psilon traternity house shortly
.111t1
Atter midnight Ofl 1,111
Tell .1 number ot san lose ’,hill’
student’- homeless
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Julia Weeks /’ Daily Photo Editor
The Delta Upsilon fraternity house at 201 5.11th St. accidentally caught
fire on Jan.]. Residents have since been relocated to the Esplanade
apartments in Japantown.

o one is as allured in the
bla/e. but nine. residents had to
1...1.11,1 the building and II is ere
displa, 1st, ai cording to a ’1.111
how l’ire I hpartment n.port
Au iirding to the report, a
resident , ailed from the house
lo, ate,’ .it 201 s I I th St to report
tIii’ tire is hi,
d under e ontrol

in about an hour
Although 1 San losc
tilt..tigation te,mi respiinded
to the u all the tire. department
Ii,,’. attributed the tire to either
burning umiak, or multiple.
extensiiin uturds, said t, apt
t. abral,
a
II ’sun
public
information officer for the fire
department
’ I he damage N ..01101111,11’e
10 UK‘ room is here the fire
started I. our fin investigators
(mild not determine which
started first, the candle or the
extension cord.’" I. abral said
"The’ occupant of the room had
left earlier to take care of some
errands and had reported that

he had candle.s burning earlier in
t he evi-ung "
Ih. aternitv house sustained
,prosimately
$250,000
in
structural damage.. including
tin., heat and smoke damages
to the second floor and water
damages to the first floor. In
addition, the 10 residents, man’,
ot whom vvere away for the
winter break, lost nearly 1.100,000
in damages to their belongings,
abral said
to
the
Ilelta
According
Upsilon fraternity Web site,
the material items lost in the
bre include mattresses, sheets,
towels,
blankets,
clothes,
see FIRE, page 3
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ETIVE DELETED

,noop Dogg would be a good fit for the NFL
On Tuesday, roughly 36 hours after the
’ittsburgh Steelers showed they were nothing
more than a speed bump on the New England
Patriots’ path to the Super Bowl, an offer a,ose that
could not be ignored.
Rapper-actor-producer-and -all-around-celebrity
Snoop Dogg said he now has aspirations of
becoming a head coach in the National Football
League, and that it would "probably" be with the
Steelers.
Now, most people in general, sports fans or not,
probably think this is just a joke, and even if Snoop
were serious, he would never get a shot to coach in
the NFL anyway.
Well, if you think about it, what’s the worst that
could happen?
The Steelers finished the 2004 regular season
with a record of 15-1, becoming only one of a
handful of teams that have a season like that.
Obviously, the Steelers have the talent to be

One thing people always notice is the generation
successful, no matter who is the head coach,
especially if he could retain most of the assistant gap between today’s coaches and players. Well,
who else could relate better with flashy, rich, young
coaches to do most of the work.
Some may think that by having Snoop as men than Snoop Dogg? Nobody, that’s who.
If you’re a talented 21 -year-old out
their head coach, the Steelers would
be laughingstocks, nothing more
of college making tens of millions of
then a circus act and never be taken
dollars, who would you rather play
seriously.
for, Snoop or some 50-year-old white
But think of all the perks Snoop
guy?
would be able to offer his team that
That line for the 50-year-old white
current Pittsburgh head coach Bill
guy is looking pretty short.
Umber can’t.
And, from the Steelers standpoint,
Snoop, who bought a team bus for
look at all the money that could be
his 10-year-old son Spanky’s football
made by having Snoop as your coach.
team, of which Snoop is the head
Can you imagine all of the Steelers
MANX CORNEJO
coach, could afford more luxury for
jerseys with Snoop Dogg on the back
you can sell? Give it two weeks and it’ll be the
his team than ever before seen in the NFL.
Imagine a locker room with solid gold lockers highest selling jersey of all time.
and jewel-encrusted chalices as far as the eye can
The Pittsburgh front office would be chomping
see.
at the bit for Snoop to get his friends to do free

Letter: SJSU needs strong student leadership in new semester
Dear editor,
We begin a new semester
at Son Jose State University.
Intercollegiate athletics have
some new faces, and a spirit
of confidence and leadership
has been initiated with the
well-respected team of Tom
Bowen and Dick Tomey. Interim
President Don Kassing begins
a second semester at the helm,
and we all anticipate a very
productive Spring semester.
In March, students will be
asked to vote for a new board of
directors and executive officers
for the Associated Students.
Hopefully, the four-year slide

into mediocrity and one-party
rule that has marked the tenure of
the Spartan Party (s ill end. We all
hope that there will be students
willing to represent students,
and not just serve as an advisory
committee to the government
within the government known
as the A.S. management.
We hope that transparency in
governance will not be stillborn
in student government, and for
the first time in years, a student
body president will be selected
that will want to talk to students.
We hope that by this time next
year, the actions of the A.S.
leadership will speak louder

than the thousands of dollars of
our money they have just spent
marketing themselves.
The future for SJSU is a
bright one, if we all act to foster
responsible governance. If we
decide to stay from the polls,
we will get the government
we deserve, another group of
resume student leaders who do
not seem able to post an agenda
anywhere for students to see it,
and who really do not want any
of us to participate.
lames Rowen
Graduate Student
Urban Planning

SPARTA GUIDE
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty .ind staff members. The deadline Mt entries is nooin three
working days before the desired publication date. Entry forms are available in the Spartan Daily office in Dwight
Bentel Hall, room 209. Entries can also be e -mailed to spartandaily0casa.s.ismedu titled "Sparta Guide." Space
restrictions may require editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.

TODAY

For more information, contact Dylan Smeder at
286-6669.

!Lope Christian Fellowship
Bible study will take place from noon to 1 p.m. in
the Pacifica room in the Student Union. The reliability and relevance (tithe Bible will he discussed.
For more information, call Pastor Brad Abley at
225-4574.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will take place at 12:10 p.m. in the
Catholic Campus Ministry Chapel. A candlelight
worship will take place from 7 p.m. to 7:45 p.m. in
the Spartan Memorial. "The Bible and You" will
take place from 7 p.m. to 8 p.m. at the ministry.
For more information, call Sister Marcia Krause
at 938-1610.
Asian American Christian Fellowship
A meeting will take place at 6:30 p.m. in the
Pacifica room in the Student I. lnion.
Youth for Christ
A general meeting will take place at 7:30 p.m. in
the Costanoan room in the Student Union. For
more Information, call 431-2659.

Mark Cornejo is the Spartan Daily online editor.
"Expletive Deleted" appears every Wednesday.

EDITORIAL

U.S. too finicky in doling
out humanitarian relief
For some victims of the Dec. 26, 2004 tsunami,
it was an issue of being in the wrong place at the
wrong time.
The devastating tsunami hit many countries
and claimed hundreds of thousands of lives
its damage is incomprehensible.
A few days after the disaster, graphic images
filled television screens throughout the world.
These videos and pictures showed the aftermath
of the tsunami
death, destruction and human
suffering.
Aid and support for the victims became an
immediate priority for the United States and
many other nations.
Charities and corporations alike from all over
immediately put forth efforts to raise money to
help the victims of the tsunami.
Celebrities, musicians and others came
together to organize humanitarian relief drives
and concerts, all in the name of providing aid to
the affected countries.
Also, the Internal Revenue Service extended
its deadline for tax-deductible donations to
include contributions to the tsunami relief,
giving benevolent Americans a "do good, feel
good" sensation and a tax break.
With such a recent tragedy so dominant
in the minds of many, it’s very easy to forget
that there are a countless number of other

WORLD OF THE NO

Chinese Mandarin Bible Fellowship
A meeting will take place from 3 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
in the Costanoan room in the Student Union.

tragedies that exist in the world today where a
U.S.-led humanitarian effort would be greatly
appreciated.
Unfortunately, the United States continues
ignoring tragedies where providing aid would
produce little political benefit.
To this day, despite signing peace accords
eight years ago, Guatemala remains immersed in
civil war as government forces duke it out with
indigenous Mayan insurgents, with innocent
civilians caught in the crossfire.
Yet this receives no press in the American
media and it doesn’t appear the government
has expressed any desire to alleviate the
Guatemalans’ suffering.
In another area of the globe, more than 2
million Sudanese have been killed and millions
more have been displaced during the civil war
that has engulfed the African country since the
1980s.
In spite of the magnitude of the civil war and
the tremendous human toll the conflict has taken,
there’s nary a peep about it from Tom Brokaw or
Wolf Blitzer, and even less than a paragraph from
the Washington Post or the New York Times.
America’s heart is in the right place by helping
in the tsunami relief efforts. It just needs to open
its eyes a little more.

BRIAN PEREZ

Asian Baptist Student Koinonia
A Bible study will take place at 7 p.m. in the
Pacifica room in the Student Union. For inure
information, contact Chantra Chao at 472-2465.
Campus Crusade for Christ
"Nightlife," a time for worship, prayer, fellowship
and hearing the word will take place at 8 p.m. at
the Spartan Memorial. For inure infiirmation, call
Mark Depnid at 421-9281.

FRIDAY

THURSDAY
Jewish Student I Inion
"Jews for Jukes" will take place from 11 a.in.
2 p.m, in the tent in trot of the Market Cate.
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Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will take place at 12:10 p.m. Confirmation classes will take place from 6 p.m. to 7 p.m.
"The Bible and You" will take place from 7 p.m.
to 8 p.m. The Alpha Omega Student Fellowship
will meet at 8 p.m. All events will take place in the
Catholic Campus Ministry. For noire information,
call Father Mike Carson at 938-1610.

concerts at the game. Plus, every home game
promises a Snoop Dogg concert during halftime
it’s not like he’ll really be needed in the locker
room.
Picture a Super Bowl where Snoop performs
during halftime and then holds up the Vince
Lombardi Trophy two hours later.
If Snoop is serious about being a head coach, I’m
sure he’ll get his shot one day.
There has to be a team out there that would be
willing to take the criticism in order to enjoy all of
the benefits.
And if not in Pittsburgh, which really isn’t a hub
for rap anyway, wait until Los Angeles gets a team
in a few years.
Honestly, he couldn’t be much worse then
Dennis Erickson.

Catholit C:amptis Ministry
\ lass will take plate at 12:10 p.m. in the
For more inCub ii,
Nlinistry
tniritinn, ,.111 Father Nlike Carson at 915 -
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Renowned poet
returns to SJSU
By Shannon Barry
Daily Staff Writer
Poet Robert Bly may have
graced the San Jose community
with his presence before, but
on Thursday old and new fans
alike will have the chance to
converse with him once again.
"Bly knows how to bring
the truth of poetry to a wider
range of people who might
think poetry is dry or difficult,"
said Alan Soldofsky, professor
of English
and creative
writing. "Bly turns poetry into
something that is not only
accessible, but something you
feel you have to have in your
life."
Bly, a translator, poet and
essayist, is scheduled to appear
on campus at 7:30 p.m. at the
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Joint
Library in meeting rooms 225 to
229. Mitch Berman, the director
of the Center for Literary Arts,
said admission is a suggested
Sit) donation.
"As he approaches 80 years
old, Bly remains a vigorous
figure in the literary world,
still regularly publishing strong
new prose and poetry," Berman
said.
Berman said Poetry Center
San Jose and the Center for
Literary Arts sponsored the
event and split the costs 50-50.
"The library was kind
enough to co-sponsor the event
by providing a venue for the
reading free of charge, and by
announcing the event on its
Web site," he said.
Nils Peterson, professor
emeritus of English, will
introduce his longtime friend
Bly lily ill then give a reading
after which there will be a brief
Q & A session followed by a
book signing.
be
to
happy
"We’re
collaborating with the library
as it strengthens the literary arts
community and it makes good
use of funding for the arts in
that regard," said Robert resich,
vice president of Poetry Center
San Jose. "Particularly given the
financial crisis the state is going
through right now.
According to his personal
Web site, Bly is the co-founder
of American Writers Against
the Vietnam War in 1966.
His themes stress spirituality
and understanding and has
evolved since the ’50s, Peterson
said.
"He is a poet with quite

extraordinary range," Peterson
said. "From small precise visual
observations that carry a lot of
unspoken energy behind them
to larger poems in which he
is trying to connect with the
wisdom of our culture."
In the ’50s Bly created a
magazine of translated poetry
in the United States, Berman
said.
"tie founded a pivotally
important literary magazine,
’The Fifties, is hich later evolved
env,’ and ’The
into ’The

ay
Seventies,’ with the purpose ot
publishing major poets. such
as Pablo Neruda, of whom we
in the [lilted States were then
completely ignorant," Berman
said. "The English -language
literary world owes Bly a great
debt of gratitude."
"He obviously wants to share
his experiences of the world
with his readers," said John
Pollock, professor of English.
"He avoids what seems to me
a type of incomprehensible selfindulgence on the part of some
modem poets who appear to be
writing merely for and about
themselves."
Bly’s
translations
have
carried him through the years.
With the release of "The Winged
Energy of Delight: Selected
Translations," Peterson said he
finds it hard to imagine a 400page book is a mere glimpse of
Bly’s aciomplishments.
an
imperialistic
"We’re
nation with two bad eyes so
his social consciousness is
important," Pesich said
tremendous
has
"My
energy," Soldofskv said. "He’s
intellectually ciirious and has
been enlarging the concept of
p. ietr% in the United States by
his translations of Suti poets
like Runn. ISabir and most
reccolic, I. ,iu,ulib
According to Nonatullaheorg,
Sufism is defined as the
innermost tradition cut Islam,
but links ditterent e cultures
and spiritual traditions. It is
neither defined as philosophy
or religion, but more a Way of

At the market ...

life stressing courtesy to others,
according to the Web site.
"It is interesting to note how
translating other poets has
transformed his own poetry,"
Pesich said. He noticed while
the "ghazal" is a poetic form that
originated in the Middle East, Bly
has now been able to make use of
it in his own work
Due to Bly’s translating
abilities, "he has brought int()
contemporary writing a spiritual
presence," Peterson said. "He has
encouraged so many writers kit his
generation and those atter him. lie’
has been the most influential poet
01 our age threw his translations
made available to America."
Sodoltsky said Bly has not
always been in contact with the
larger culture.
"Living in Northern Minnesota
in an isolated tarm house taught
him how to incorporate the teel ot
cold and snow, which for a time
was correlated to his depressed
feelings during the. height of
the Vietnam War protest era,"
Soldofskv said.
Ply ,ipposed the Vietnam
War, and refused to receive the
National Book Award, he said.
He instead contributed the prize
money to the draft resistance
movement, eodolfsky said.
"He refuses to be silent about
the insanity ot the American
impulse. to empire," Soldofsky
said. "He is one of the most
articulate speakers we have
against the Iraq War as he was
one ot the most eloquent and
writing
persons
thoughtful
against the Vietnam War."
stresses
the
Peterson
importance of Bly the. poet and
the man as a way to live one’s
life.
"It would be a loss in one’s
ability not to see him," he said. "It
is the same. as it you are. a business
major and Steve lobs came‘ to
town and you didn’t See him, lie
has the same kind ot stature in the
poetry world that Steve lobs has
in the computer world "

Brian Connelly Daily Staff
San Jose residents shop for fresh produce at the Japantown Farmers’ Market on Sixth and Jackson
streets.The market is held every Sunday.

FIRE - Housing Services gives members temporary shelter
continued from page 1
microwaves, televisions, DVD
players, monitors, hard drive.,
and printers.
The
University
Police
Department helped to arrange
temporary housing tor the
members at 1Vashburn Hall,
when. the students stayed for
one night, said Sgt. John Laws.
"It
was
a
temporary
emergency situation,"
said
Deanna Peck, programming
and leadership development
coordinator
tor
L nit ersity
1 lousing Services
The students were relocated
to Housing Service’s’ Esplanade
apartments in Japantown in
downttnv n San lose on Ian. 8.
Peck said they are able to stay
for one month free of charge.
In addition, Peck said
she informed the f raternity
members of the cieunseling
services available on campus.
"This was a tragic thing and
I’m glad that ice is ere I here and
could help out,- Peck said.
Scott Emmert, an SIM:
alumnus and former Delta
Upsilon fraternity membet
said he and other alumni hai

Going to

Law School?

2004

Academic Integrity Policy
Violations
aces teport.: itc roe
cheat’ ig
Pleolarism
Total

55
1 1,j

The total number cases each
College reported during Fell 2004
Applied Science
15
Business
Educati o
2
Engineering
14
Humi3nities
1
Libtaty Science
17
Scion:a
16
Soc ial Scicricc
1
Socol Work

started a droe to raise money
for the displaced members and
the house.
"When I lived in the. fraternity
house as an alumnus, everything
that I OW ned was in there and,
it I would have lived there,
everything se, mild have. been
gi inc’,’ I mmert said "We’re, just
trying to get resi gin es to help
these. guys out."
rnmert, who lived in the
h. iUse’ t rom la nuary I 49F, to early
1’047 said he visited the house. the
dav atter the tire and was amazed
tee We the vast destruction c aused
hr the blaze
"When you think. kit tire, you
think of things that burn, but
you don’t think as much about
the things that the flames don’t
touch," Emmert said. "Yet, the
amount of damage the smoke
does is almost worse."
tie’ said although some
belongiiigs COLIIII be .41 V ell ,
the tlames i’ollsIlmed nearly
everything in the three rooms to
which they spread

Honors Lawyering
Program
A unique ABA-accredited program
through which you work full time
in two legal apprenticeships while
you’re in law school.
Contact us for
phone
e-mail

fru

the SISU chapter of Delta
Upsilon started in 1982 and
received
the
2003
Delta
L’p,iloo Servile’ Award for its
outstanding service. to the San
lose 1 ommunity.
Among its philanthropic
attic itie’s, the, chapter has held
fundraising programs. such as
the. "Spartan Triathlon" and
"Jump-A-Thon," for the San Jose
Boys & (arts Club.
Emmert said the tire happened
at an inopportune time.
"I think it is unfortunate
because trom what I heard they
had a big rush last semester with
many new members," he said.
"But this is an event that should
bring the fraternity together and
have no doubts they will get back
on their feet. Their commitment
to the community will be as
strong as before."
Monetary
and
material
donations can be made to the
fraternity members through
Robert Blaco at 298-1922 or
rblaco, aol.com.

Students
Fly Cheaper
spring break, study abroad. 8, more
Visit

StudentUniverse.com for cheap Student Airfares
on major airlines to 1,000 destinations across the US
and around the world.
Sample roundtri,

Find out about our
FALL
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Student Airfares from San Fraftellal to:

Our Price

Their Price

San Dieu.’

9115

$128

Las Vegas

$116

$138

Daii.-

$195

$248

Boston

$228

$278

Paris

$321

$498

London

$327

$428

San luau

$413

$467

Sydney

9984

91039

bulletin:
fan .
websit

Application deadline

School of Law

11,19 StudentUniverse.com
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ATHLETICS- Totney coached at Arizona mid 1 lawai’i

Staying in shape ...

continued from page I

Brian (7onnelly / Daily Staff
Dave Harkness runs down the steps at the Event Center. lie said he has been running on campus before the Event Center was built.

San Jose names interim chief of staff after
councilman resigns following allegations
Associated I’ress

SAN JOSE, Calif.
Mayoral
adviser James Webb, Jr., was
appointed interim chief of
staff Tuesday for a San Jose
City Council district whose
leader resigned last week amid
corruption allegations.
Former Councilman Terry
Gregory, 49,
was
booked
Monday on suspicion of 11
misdemeanor counts for failing
to report eight gifts and a
loan, and participating in city
decisions in which he had a
financial conflict of interest.
He agreed last week to plead
no contest in exchange for no
jail time but faces a maximum
$10,000
penalty
of
per
violation and could be placed

ci

+spine reateil
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on probation and ordered to
perform COMM nity service.
Last year, Gregory’s chief of
staff accused him of soliciting
thousands of dollars from
executives at Wal-Mart, c ostto
and other companies vc ith
stores in Gregory’s district.
After Gregory fired his chief
of staff, San Jose Mayor Ron
Gonzales and the city council
asked for an investigation by
former Assistant U.S. Attorney
Joseph Burton.
Burton,
who
used
to
prosecute
white-collar
criminals in Silicon ’alley,
confirmed that Gregory asked
for donations to be deposited
in his district’s account. He
determined that Gregory had
demanded free meals, gilts, free
golf rounds, event tickets and

charitable donations front local
executives.
San Jose will conduct a
special election June 7 to fill the
vacant 5.
On 1 tiesday, the San Jose City
Council authorized Gonzales to
provide "polity leadership" for
the district until the election.
Gonzales assigned Webb and
three other members of his staff
to provide part -lime policy and
budget analysis.
Webb has been one of
Gonzales’ senior policy advisers
since January 1999. Before
that, the San Jose resident
was a program manager in
the Sunnyvale city manager’s
office, and he served in the U.S.
Foreign Service with postings in
Asia, the South Pacific, South
America and Washington.

in order to lake us to the next
level."
Tomey is currently eighth
among active Division I -A head
coaches with 158 wins, as well as
the most wins at the University
of Hawaii’ i and the University of
Arizona.
"With the commitment from
athletics director Tom Bowen
and (interim) President Don
Kassing, the pieces are in place
tor an outstanding program and
1 want to be a part of it," Tomey
said at a press conference on Dec.
29, 2004. "My whole coaching
career is built around recruiting
in California. It will be fun to
get back here and be in this
environment again."
Tomey, who Bowen said
became a good friend while
both were with the 49ers in 2003,
added that he plans to bring a
winning tradition to SJSU.
"No. 1, lam a competitor," said
Tomey, who has been a football
coach since 1962. "I believe San
Jose State University can be
successful in college football.
I’ve always felt San Jose State
had tremendous possibilities.
The opportunity to be the head
coach is really appealing and
compelling."
Bowen said when he was a
finalist for the athletic director
position he received a call from
Tomey about the head coaching
OK
"(Tomey) said ’If vou get that

job I would really like" to talk to
you about your head coaching
job," Bowen said. "I told him
that if I got the job he’d be the
person I’d try to get over here."
Bowen said former Stanford
All-American
University
wide
receiver and
current
SJSU
offensive
coordinator
Ken Margerum was also a top
candidate for the head coach

"The opportunity to
be the head coach is
really appealing and
compelling."
Dick Tomey,
head football coach
position.
Bowen
added
that
the
Spartans lucked out by getting
their two top candidates on the
same staff.
"It’s a win -win situation for
us," Bowen said.
Tomey has also announced
that he will be keeping three
assistant coaches from former
head coach Fitz I till’s staff
Keith Burns, Charles Nash and
Kenwick Thompson.
Bowen said he is enthusiastic.
about the future of Spartan
athletics as a whole.

"I was very impressed with
the entire demeanor and nature
of what people want to do at San
Jose State," Bowen said.
Spartan head baseball coach
Sam Piraro said by adding
athletic
the
SJSU
Bowen,
department has the leadership
experience needed to complete
its goals.
"(Bowen) has a real personal
touch to him that comes across
very, quickly and he is a very
competitive individual who has
accomplished a lot," !Irmo said.
Bowen said he has several
plans on how to improve SJSU’s
current situation, all starling with
he and the rest of the athletic
department spending more time
on campus.
"I certainly- will he more visible
on campus," Bowen said. "I hope
to become a sirs recognizable
person that students t an feel free
to give me their opinion, give
me compliments, gist’ me their
comments."
Bowen said is bile making
SJSU programs sm.( essful is a
high priority, his first obligation
is to the Spartan student.
athletes.
"We want to create the hest
opportunities for our student.
athlete’s to succeed because they
are the most important part of
our department." Rocs en said.
Bowen said all he needs front
the 5151. community- is for them
to show its support.
"lust come out to a game and
see is hat we’re doing," Bowen
said.
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TRANSPORTATION
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Understand And Solve Legal Problems!
A New Class

Is Open

-

VTA Bus
_% 7111

Bus2

96A

flu Operates throughout Santa
06 Clara County
Also serves the Fremont
BART station

Caltrain

VTA Light Rail
w .." i Two blocks from SJSU
Runs every 15 minutes
Free park and rides lots
available

Carpool & Vanpool
San Francisco - San Jose Gilroy
Baby Bullet Express Service
to/from San Francisco in less
than an hour Free shuttle
offers connection between
Caltrain and SJSU

Highway 17 Express
1111111111.1 Santa Crui - San Jose

Join a carpool or a SJSU
Vanpool Access carpool
lanes while reducing
commute costs

Bicycle Parking
Park your bike free at any of
the five on campus
enclosure. Guaranteed and
secure bike parking

Discount Monthly passes
available at the Transportation
Solutions Center

Learn about the law and how to deal with:
Employment Disputes
Defective Products
Bankruptcy and Financial Probi,ms
Rent Landlord Tenant Problems
Business Problems
False and Deceptive Advertising Ptactices
White Collar Crimes
Fraud
DUI, Drug and Safety Laws
Professional Malpractice
Breach of Contract and Warrante- :Imputes
Your Rights to Arbitration and Medi,1!-i-n
This class counts as a Business Elective
Bus 96A is a substitute for Business 80
Monday Night : 6:00 to 8:4’,
Room 326 Business Building
Course Number 27690
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Dems voice opposition to Rice
despite expected confirmation
Associated Press

WASHINCII)N
Senate
Demcx*rals on Tuesday attacked
the nomination of Condoleeiva
Rice as t .S. se) retary of State,
arguing in a daylong debate that
she had misled Congress and
the public on the need for war
against Iraq and threatening to
tarnish her expected approval.
Rice is expected to win
confirmation easily. in a Senate
vote scheduled for Wednesday..
But Senate staffers said at least
10 and as mans as 20 senators
were es peeled to vote against
her nomination. If so, Bice
would bewine the first secretary
of State not to %s in unanimous
I, when
I
confirmation sum
six senators voted against the
nomination of A leander \I.
laig.
But Senate I )emocrati, leaders
did notattempt to rails their ranks
to sole against NI, e. Instead,
the Democratic leadership Was
reserving its political capital
for a stand against [’resident
tor L .s. attornes
Bush’s, llllll
general, ’s ’herb) K. ( amiales.
"Frankh, there is much more
angst ov er amiales, and there
comes a practk al , him t’ I laving
been (branded) an obstru% honed
parts tor so long, do s ou lead
with Bice ... or do % ou take
on a % andidate
lit, is more
problematic?" one staffer said.
I he
Senate
ludiciarv
Committee is es petted to vote
on the f..on/ales nomination
Wednesday and a close vote
mild lead to more is idespread
Democratic opposition ii hen the
full Senate votes, probably nest
week.
kit,’ WAS described even by
her fiercest ru it s I uesday as
isell qualitied tor the job, as
a andidate
ith an inspiring
personal Insior%, and as a
diplomat who will be able to
speak with the president’s voice
when talking to bireign leaders.

But the debate over the
nomination of Rice. Bush’s high profile national security adviser
and close confidante, mirrored
the political divisions of the
presidential election campaign.
Democrats argued that Rice,
as a senior member of the Bush
administration, had exaggerated,
misled or lied during the prewar
period by presenting intelligence
as true or uncontested when later
it was proved false. Rice had
asserted that Saddam Hussein
had weapons of mass destruction,
had ties to al-Qaida, had
punhased specialized aluminum
tubes that were only suitable for
uranium enrichment and had
attempted to purchase uranium
from Africa for a possible nuclear
weapon, Democrats said -- all
of which were later found to be
untrue.
Several senators noted that
Rice was the first Cabinet official
to suggest that Saddam soon
might have nuclear weapons,
saying in September 2002, "We
don’t want the smoking gun to
he a mushroom cloud."
Under
questioning
about
her prewar statements by Sen.
Barbara Boxer, 1)-Calif., in
the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee last week, Rice
asked Boxer to "refrain from
impugning my integrity." That
tense moment in the committee
hearing was recalled during
Tuesdac ’s floor debate.
"I don’t like to impugn
any lllll
integrity., but I really
don’t like being lied to repeatedly,
flagranth, intentionally.," Sen.
\ lark Iii’, ton, 1)-Minn., said. "It’s
wrong. It’s undemocratic, it’s unA merican, and it’s dangerous.
... And it is occurring far too
frequently in this administration.
Anti this Congress, this Senate
must demand that it stop now."
Democrats also said they
were disturbed by what they
called Rice’s evasiveness about
definitions of torture and by
h-et opposition to a Senate

measure in the fall that would
have
specifically
banned
"cruel, inhumane or degrading
treatment" of foreign terrorism
suspects by U.S. intelligence
officers abroad.

TSUNAMI continued from page I

Waiting for a ride ...
Tr

Republicans lauded Rice as
an experienced foreign policy
official who commands the
confidence of a president who
they said should be given the
right to choose his own foreign
policy team. And they accused
the Democrats of a partisanship
that focused on the political
battles of the past rather than the
foreign policy challenges of the
next four years.
"It is too easy to snipe from
the sidelines at nominees like
Dr. Rice who are willing to
sacrifice themselves to further
the interests of our country," said
Sen. Mitch McConnell, R-Ky.
Sen. Evan Bay.h, D-Ind., is
among those planning to vote
against Rice. Mentioned as a
possible presidential contender
in 2008, Bayh had supported
the Iraq war but faulted the
ad ministration
for
ruesdas
"ineptitude" and "incompetence"
in its execution.
"Accountability must he had,"
said Bay h.
Bush earlier this month
dismissed
critics’
calls for
accountability
from
his
administration. "We had an
accountability
moment, and
that’s called the 2004 elections,"
Bush told The Washington Post.
Democrats planning to vote
to confirm Rice include Sens.
Dianne Feinstein, fl-Calif.. and
Joseph lliden, D-Del.
who
leaders,
Republican
had wanted to confirm Rice on
Inauguration Day last I hursdn,
were irked that Democrats had
delayed her approval.
Senate Majority Leader Bill
Frist, R-Tenn., predicted that Rice
would win confirmation on a
"very strong bipartisan vote."
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Analisa Raccanell, who was in town visiting friends on campus,
watts to be picked up in front of the Event Center.

be affected by the disaster.
Students who would like to
get counseling can stop by the
office and fill out a form to get an
appointment, she said.
-the hard part is getting people
to come in," Sivertsen said.
I he Santa Clara Valley Red
ross continues to provide
ongoing
support,
having
collected more than $1 million
locall% for its international relief
fund, said Karen Borgstrom,
director oi disaster services.
Both pm ate individuals and
businesses have contributed to
the limit, she said.
!he monev still go toward
purchasing essentials such as
told, clothing, water sanitation
supplies
and
medicine,
Borgstrom said.
Borgstrom also Said the Red
rots doesn’t take donations
tit food or clothing because the
costs associated with sorting
and shipping those supplies far
out weighs their benefit to the
attei led area.
’Some of the items may not even
be appnipnate for the area, especially
,kithing," tiorgsin win said,
itorgstrom
added
that
montlar% reln.1 is also vital in
stimulating the local economy.
"1Shemver there’s a natural
disaster the local economy is
&timid% going to he disrupted,"
she said. "Part of our focus is to
gel that up and running again."
Wong,
the
association
chairman, said he’s committed to
doing his part.
ll keep taking donations
as long as they need it," he said.

GE YOUR
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Esthero dishes out strong EP

Think different ...

By Ling-Mei Wong
Daily Opinion Editor
A dash of groove, a sprinkle
of moodiness and a generous
helping of soul flavor the
offerings of Esthero’s "We
R In Need Of A Musical
Revolution."
Despite the unique spelling

I I, II 11

Ashley Bess , Daily Stott
Helen Dinh, a biological sciences major, draws an iPod outside the Student
Union Dinh and her Sigma Omicron Pi sorority sisters hope to attract
attention to their sorority for rush week.

Movies: Top Five
Top grossing movies on the Box Office charts for the
weekend of Jan. 21.
1. "Are We There Yet?" $18,575,214
2. "Coach Carter" $10,548,59
3. "Meet the Fockers" $9,683,260
4. "In Good Company" $27,429,867
5. "Racing Stripes" $6,815,275

ot her name and EP, Esthero’s
voice translates into aural
pleasure.
The Canadian’s voice has
enough subtlety to bring out
the nuance of the lyrics of her
songs. On "Gone," she sings,
’So why should we stay when
it’s killing us both to be here?"
with much agony in her
voice without
sounding
:s
pathetic.
It’s
an
intense
30
of
minutes
emotion that’s
heartfelt
without a whiff
of whining.
Esthero’s
title track of
the EE "We
R In Need Of
A
Musical
Revolution,"
starts out with
her growling, "I’m so sick and
tired of the s--- on the radio."
She plunges into a critique
of popular music’s ubiquity,
singing, "No matter where
I go / I see Ashanti on the
video" and in her place, she

wants "something more."
That "something more" is to
"communicate / So show your
love not hate."
Her flow and rhythm fit the
tone of the song, with anger at
the established workings of
stardom and a call for fresh
music.
There’s one small problem
though: Esthero is signed
with Reprise Records, part
of the Warner Music Group
Company. According to the
company Web site, Warner is
"the world’s largest privately
held
independent music
company."
Not quite the independent
musician that she makes
herself out to be.
Her voice is lovely and
her song
is pointed,
but
her
angst
seems to
be ironic.
When
she
refrains
f rom
criticizing
her parent
company,
Esthero
fares much
better on
the other
songs on the EP.
On
"This
Lull-a-bye,"
Esthero’s throaty voice evokes
scat jazz, with her crooning,
"Uh mmm" and "Eta da da"
with true improvisational
spontaneity.

"I refreshing to
have a woman
sing about being
independent, instead
of hiding behind
music effects and
flashing skin to sell
her music."

ri.ge%

Photo courtesy of Reprise Records
Sandwiched between lyrics
like, "Just say goodbye, don’t
ask me why / And listen to
this lullaby," it’s evidence of
strong jazz influences on her
music.
For a more modem feel,
"I Drive Alone" has the beats
of a hip-hop song layered
with Esthero’s silky voice.
She
sounds
determined
with "Gotta find my way
back home" in her ode to
independence. Though she
admits, "I’m not so strong,"
she sings, "I don’t know where
I go but I know I drive alone."
It’s refreshing to have a
woman sing about being
independent,
instead
of
hiding behind music effects
and flashing skin to sell her
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music.
Overall. We It In Need Of
A Musical Revolution" is a
strong II’
The only track that lacks
energy is the bonus track,
"Amber and Tiger’s Eye,"
which makes almost no
impression
with Esthero’s
voice droning slowly in a
languid stupor.
She sounds like she mumbling, unlike her torceful
delivery of the lyrics ten the
other tracks.
’Illy pacing ot the song feels
disjointed. which even her
smooth voi, c can’t save.
For the other five songs
on the El’ though, the focus
and energy is there for a great
artist to develop even more.
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Bland lyrics lead
to stale album
By Ling-Met Wong
Dully Opinion Editor
If you got a hankering for the
blues, look no further than Tommy
asf ro’s "Soul Shaker."

It

And it you desperately want
to cover your ears after listening,
you’re not alone.
Castro and his band, the Tommy
Castro Band, swing to Castro’s
Southern -tinged lead vocals.
All the tracks are about as far as
you can get from hip -hop and pop
music, so it’s definitely not your
average. teenage tare.
But good luck trying to get
through "Let’s Give Line A Try."
Love doesn’t quite describe the
feeling a I istiner experiene
It ’sec to understanding why
It
no one is ould love listening to
&Aro,
Its voice, while not unpleasant,
uses the same delis ery tor nearly
all of the lyrics, regardless of their
subject matter
It’s difficult to listen to him, not
because he’s terribly out of tune
or incoherent, hut bet ause he’s so
bland.
Regardless it he croons about
love or rants about a failed
relationship, it’s hard to dlqingtlish
a noticeable difterence in his 1 Oh V.
I le .ontinutis with the same blaring
e owe that soon gok old
lie does conie close. in go mg
t.pressive delivery on "Anytime
‘soon," pleading, "I hope and I pray
!hat I live to see that dav
[hat
,k

find, II

But cheesy lyrics paired with
mediocre delivery are not a good
combination.
astro gets annoying on "What
You (,tinna’ Do Now?"
In response ti his question,
the listener feels a strange urge to
destniy the album.
And this is only the fourth track
of a I 2 -track album
The !vile.. try too hard to flow

P
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’Olivia’ an experience in joyful monotony
By Emmanuel Lopez
Daily Copy Editor

and come ott as pretentious instead.
On "The Next Right Thing," Castro
wonders, "Should I run? / Should
I rest? / Hard to tell / Which is
best."
These lines are not exactly deep
and philosophical musings, but
badly written lyrics that just happen
to rhyme.
His title track, "Soul Shaker," has
more corny lyrics. Castro belts out,
"Soul shaker / She shook me way
down deep / Soul shaker I She
really got a hold on me."
The odds are better that listeners
will respond by rolling their eyes,
rather than having their souls
shaking.
The one track that comes close to
being soul -shaking is "No One Left
To Lie to."
C astro allows for some true
despair to creep into his voice when
he sighs, "Don’t blame you . You
blame me / Might be the only thing
/ We both agree."
For the end of a relationship,
astro croons, "I got no one left to
lie to Even it I tried to / I got no
one left to lie to except myself."
The longing and melancholy
behind the words and his sorrowful
voice make this the one. track of the
album that may be worth listening
to more than once.
Castro’s voice is strident, yet
seems to be nearly overwhelmed by
the. accompanying guitar he. plays.
On "The I loldin’ On," the guitar
chords become too prominent and
daztling saxophone solo by Keith
Crossan outshine., Castro’s voice.
In the. end, this album is
rectimmended
for
severely
annoying your roommates. They
will most certainly leave the room,
or at least glue their headphones to
their ears,
lust play "Big Love" with a goofy
smile on your face, and you’ll send
them running from Castro’s "Big
big love
[hen again, you can score
some privacy thanks to Castro’s
lackluster voice.

LSAT GMAT GRE
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Olivia the Band serves up
plenty of cheery lyrics and
not much else in its self-titled
debut album.

HI VII IV
The content of the Hawaii based quartet’s music evokes
comparisons
to Christian
heavy metal an oxymoron
no less
bands such as
P.O.D., but without the edgy,
obnoxious sound of the genre.
The first track, "Stars and
Stripes,"
begins with
exuberantly
hopeful
IV ries such
as
"You
won’t
be
sleeping
in
the
darkness,
count
all
his stripes
Notice
/
one thing,
they’re all
screaming
oceans
of
light."
The praise continues to
pile on in the following track
"Butterflies" which features
hackneyed metaphors such as
"If thoughts were butterflies,
a thousand would be flutter,
flying about,"
Can someone say, "No
duh?"
The hymnal and worship
becomes increasingly
trequent, overt and
saccharine
as
the
listener continues on
with the album.
In the fifth track,
"Shut it Out," the
singer wails out in
near hysterical fervor,
"Increase your light
and shadow me out
/ Tell me it’s out of
love."
studies
Although

MCAT DAT

have shown it’s impossible
people to get cavities by
listening to sappy music, this
is downright hazardous to a
listener’s dental health.
By the sixth track, "39,"
the religious frenzy has
mushroomed into a fullblown avalanche and the
listener becomes buried with
heavy fare such as, "He took
the pain / he took it away and
in our place he stands
everyday" and "So get on
your feet and sing along
with the angels as they
cry ’Thank you’."
That’s
nice and
dandy,
but
it
begs the
question.
Do these
guys ever
feel sad or
what? Or
are they
alway.
hopped
up
on
Prozac?
The
final track
"Missing"
is perhaps the best track
as the hand opts for a
more
stripped -down,
acoustic approach that
seems to add more
sincerity to the lyrics.
the
Band"
"Olivia
is
a
light-hearted
exploration of the many
facets of happiness and

"It’s one thing to be
happy and joyful,
but after hearing
it in track after
track it starts to get
monotonous and
irritating."

thanksgiving, but the album
suffers from a severe lack
of variety in terms of lyrical
content.
It’s one thing to be happy
and joyful, but after hearing
it in track after track it starts
to get
monotonous and
irritating.
It might be good for those
depressing days such as
payday or the start of school a -

a way to lift a listener’s spirits,
but for any other occasion,
selection
another
musical
might be better.
The album also features a
bonus video trailer and links
to the band’s home page, but
after becoming inundated
with mindless cheer and
zealous exuberance, watching
"Faces of Death" suddenly
sounded like a good idea.

Music: Top Five
EL=
I. Green Day, "American
Idiot"
2. Eminem, "Encore"

11E4:7.31
I. Mario, -Let Mc
You"
2

k

lara teaturing liss
I Ilicat, ’’1,2 Step

3. Shania Twain.
"Greatest Hits"

3. Li l’ Jon & The
Side Boy, teaturr
.-her and Luda, I I Os er, And Friend,

4. John Legend, "Get
Lifted"
5. Lil’ Jon & The East
Side Boy. "Crunk Juice"

4 Destinev’s C. hild,

"Soldier"
, -,noop Doug teaturm.:
l’harrell, "Drop It Lilw
It’s Hot"

Source: Billboard

You’re buying
witiur hooks,

OAT

higher
test scores
guaranteed

You can’t be sure you are getting
the right books from an online
bookseller that has no connection to SJSU. It might seem like a
bargan... ’till you add shipping...
deal with out of stocks.., and get
stuck with a book you can’t return.

The real deal is at your
Spartan Bookstorel
Get all the right stuff
you need -textbooks,
school supplies, computer hardware and software, iPods and more
-and all the stuff you
want right here on
campus!

or your money back**
Attend all required classes or make-up sessions, complete all scheduled tests,
and do your homework.lf your score doesn’t improve on test day from your Kaplan
diagnostic or a prior official test score, you can choose to repeat our program
for free or get a full refund of your tuition." It’s that simple.

Classes are starting soon. Enroll today!
San Jose Kaplan Center
MCAT
GRE
LSAT

February 16
February 15
February 27

To be eligible for this offer. you must be enrolled
in Kaplan’s full classroom, tutoring, or online
ourses In addition, you must present a copy
id your official score report and your course
materials within 90 days

San

Jose State University
GMAT

February 15

1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com

Apple iPod photo
Enter To Win a
http://www.spartanshops.com/bookstore/ipod

Spartan Bookstore
10i#
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New budget proposal would provide CSU with additional
$211.7 million in revenue, enrollment expected to expand
By Kenneth Sell

extra money for the CSU
system is not yet guaranteed
despite the endorsement of
the governor.
The California State University
"The governor’s budget is
system is slated to receive extra pending," Nance said. "The
funding, pending approval of legislature passes the budget
Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger’s in late spring."
budget.
Nance said the increase in
According to a prepared funding would most likely be
statement from
the CSU, passed in July.
Schwarzenegger honors the
Cynthia Haliasz, budget
higher education compact by director, said the general fund
proposing $211.7 million dollars would be split between the 23
of new additional revenue to the different CSU campuses.
CSU budget.
Haliasz
said
despite
Along with the proposed
anticipating the money from
boost in revenue, the general
the general fund, San Jose
fund will total $2.6 billion dollars,
State University does not yet
according to the statement.
have any concrete plans for
Shawn Bibb, senior director
the additional revenue.
of administrative systems and
SJSU does have people
finance, said the increase in the
budget ,would allow for the CSU appointed to a board that
system to open up enrollment will allocate the money at
the appropriate time, Haliasz
growth at 2.5 percent.
"There will be an impact on said.
"The
university
has
the full-time student," Bibb said.
The CSU campuses will be established the process in
able to increase their quota of resource planning for any
full-time students, which is gross money," Haliasz said.
calculated by the number of "No plans have been made
students against total units taken yet."
in 12-unit increments, to 8,000
more students, Bibb said.
Student fee impact
Bibb said a 12-unit load is the
minimum a CSU student must
The boosted budget will
take to be considered a full-time have the immediate effect of
student.
raising fees for the students
William Nance, vice provost of the CSU campuses and
and associate vice president the University of California
of institutional planning and system, which has its own
academic resources, said the operating budget.
Senior Stoll Writer

"If you pay attention to the
governor’s compact," Bibb said,
"it does call for fee increases this
year."
According to a joint press release

"The students of
today are the
work force of
tomorrow."
Manolo Platin,
CSSA chair

rapis
asof
!u
s1
ien!un

from the California State Student
Association, the University of
California Student Association and
California Public Interest Research
Group’s Higher Education Project,
the undergraduate fee increases

would increase 8 percent for both
the UC and CSU systems, with a
10 percent increase for graduate
students.
A reduction of funding for
enrollment growth and outreach
by both university systems would
put opportunities in college
education outside the means
of thousands of prospective
California students, according to
the prepared statement.
"The students of today are
the work force of tomorrow,"
said Manolo Platin, California
State Student Association chair
in the statement. "Unfortunately
student fees at the California
State University have increased
65 percent since December 2002.
This is the beginning of a long
battle for our future."
According to the statement
by the CSU system, the $186
fee increase for undergraduate
students, $216 fee increase for

students in the teacher’s
credential program and $282
increase for graduate students,
still maintain total fees that are
amongst the lowest in the
nation.
Student
services
cuts,
lowering enrollment and the
widening gap between staff
increases and competitive
salary will be alleviated by
the additional funding and
fee increases, according to the
CSU statement.
"Three years of budget
reductions have not allowed
the CSU to meet the
overwhelming demand for
student access," said Richard
West, CSU executive vice
chancellor and chief financial
officer in the prepared
statement. "This funding for
the CSU is a sound investment
for
our
students
and
California’s economic future."
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San Francisco
bans smoking
from some
outdoor spaces
Associated Press
San
SAN FRANCISCO
Francisco supervisors voted
Tuesday to ban smoking in all
parks, public squares and other
outdoor spaces that the city
owns, joining a handful of other
California municipalities that
have gotten even tougher on
tobacco users.
In an 8-3 vote, the Board
of Supervisors agreed that
the health and environmental
risks associated with discarded
cigarette butts and secondhand smoke merited extending
existing indoor bans to outdoor
spaces.
The ban will apply to wellknown open spaces such as
Golden Gate Park and popular
tourist destinations including
Union Square and Pier 39.
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$8 per Hour
or MORE!

LOWEST TEXTBOOK PRICES
GUARANTEED!
0R
WE’LL REFUND
DOUBLE THE DIFFERENCE*

Register FREE
for jobs near
campus or home.

Spartan Bookstore
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’visit Spartan Bookstore for Details

Your Books
will arrive 61

Center for Literary Arts
College of Humanities and the Arts

’ Robert Bly
Poet, essayist, translator

u can’t be sure if you buy
oks from an online book
ler that has no connecn to SJSU. It might seem
a bargan... ’till you add
pping... deal with out of
icks... and get stuck
:h a book you can’t
urn.

Author of:
A Little Book on the Human Shadow
Iron John: A Book About Men
The Sibling Society
In his numerous roles as groundbreaking poet, editor,
translator, storyteller, and father of what he has called
"the expressive men’s movement," Bly remains one of
the most hotly debated American artists of the past half
century.

en:

The real deal is at your Spartan Bookstore! Get all the
right stuff you need -textbooks, school supplies, computer hardware and software, iPods and more -and
all the right stuff you
want right here on
campus!

Thursday, January 27, 2005
7:30 p.m.
Reading and book signing,
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Library
2nd Floor Meeting Rooms.
There will be an admission charge.
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Books by Robert Bly are available at

An.!

Spartan Bookstore
Co-Sponsored by
The Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Library
For Aore information on Center for Literary Arts events, please call 14081924 4600
or visit our website at www.litart org All CIA events are wheelchair accessible
The programs of the Center for literary Arts are made possible in part by funding from the
Patrons of the College of Humanities and the Arts at SAD and by grants from the City of San lose
Arts Commission, the Arts Council Silicon Valley, the California Arts Council and Applied Materials
The CIA thanks Stratta Grill and Bar, I Lohr Winery, Cat’s florist, Ham Comics, the Dr Martin
Luther King it Library, and Poetry Center San lose for sponsoring events

Literary
Arts
www.11tartorg

ftt Apple iPod photo
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MAJOR AUTHOR SERIES
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Spartan Bookstore
San Iota 511
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Spartans exceed WAC expectations
By Kevin Yuen
Daily Sports Editor
For being picked to be ninth in its
conference, the Spartan women’s basketball team isn’t doing so badly:

woMS warm MIDSEASON

REPORT

a
a

The Spartans, currently ranked
fourth in the Western Athletic Conference, are looking to further advance
Lip the ranks tomorrow, when they face
the WAC’s second -place team, the
University of Tulsa.
Spartan head coach Janice Richard
said she was excited about the team’s
unexpected placement.
it says a lot about our athletes and
how hard they work," she said, "This
group is determined to prove to the
WAC that they’re better than a ninth place team."
This seasiln the Spartans had to
overcome the liiss of the maiority Of
their key players, Including Tatiana
Taybir and Cricket Williams. Bet, Ire
the Season began, even Richard was
uncertain Ann it the teattis future.
"This team out there, we have nine
new players." Richard said. "If sou’d
asked nie before we started playing
what I thi night our record would he, I
definitely wouldn’t have said II -h."
One of the nine new players is
freshman birward Anther Jackson,
who’s been the leading scorer in the
WAC until last week.
"FM .1 ireshiliari, that’s somehow,
that vial k 11111d11 .t predict," RI bard
said. "We knew we had a good post
player. but we didn’t know what kind
%be would make in her
freshman year."
Guard jessk.i Kellogg agreed and
added that Jackson
irks easily int.
the Spartans system.
"We’ve relied A lot tai her," she said.

lithri Weeks

Dailli SW/.

Spartan center Nica Gemo grabs a rebound during Saturday’s game
against UTEP. The Spartans won 66-51.
"We Ye got sortie good donde’, so
when people double itp on her, it turns
Ina pretty
Though she remains .1 top s, ore!’
and leader it. field goal iercen t ALT.

Jackson said she tries not to focus on
her own merits.
"When I first started, I would check
tliV stars, but now that’s not what it’s
about," she said. "Ifs about winning.

I just work hard, it doesn’t matter if I
have five points or 30 points. It’s List
about doing no best and helping out
the team "
Richard also named guards Kellogg
and Er., a NIcGlastrin as key players tlic easiin, though she noted the
whole !cam has pulled together.
"II.. ’titer NicA Gem
matched
an EY ent Center record with seven
blocked shots," Richard said. "They’re
all ,,ntributing in different ways."
Things may be looking up now, but
the season hasn’t gone without a few
bunips.
After the Spartans’ Jan. 15 loss
against Southern Methodist University, Ri,-hand made .1 statement that she
had never been "more disappointed" in
gn.up she had coached.
"The etbirt just wasn’t there,"
she added. "But then this week they
stepped up and played sonic very good
basketball."
Ridiard also thinks there were
some earls. Iiisses that should have
went the Spartans’ way.
Ja,kson said Richard had been
tweaking the starting lineup and the
trani
hive ills! hit Its stride.
-We’ic !nitre Trani- tented miss.,"
she
-It I don’t score, it doesn’t
tie. rss.Irit nie.111 We’re going to lose
becati,e Wc hive sti many other threats
on the court."
Richard hopes t.. continue to build
the quality of Spartan basketball, contpete hit. .1 conference championship
and perhaps even quality tor a postseason ti nimament.
"I’m happy with what I see on the
court, and I see the pi dential, but I.111
definitely not satisfied." Richard said.
"We haven’t done anything yet. We
have a long WA’ to go before I’d say
Fni satisfied."
Kellogg, however, is enjoying the
teanis success and fighting chance at
the conference title.
"It feels good to not be at the bot
tom of the VAC, where we ustali
are," she said. "We’re ii. it tit
ninth, I don’t care what anyone -

WAC women’s basketball standings
1.) Louisiana Tech
2.) Tulsa
3.) Southern Methodist
4.)
5.)
6.)
7.)

San Jose State
Rice
Hawai’i
Texas-El Paso
8.) Fresno State
9.) Boise State

RECREATION JOBS AT THE
LOS GATOS-SARATOGA
REC DEPT. Positiuns Open
Now For Leaders Afterschool
Elem
Sch Age Child Care
TUTORS NEEDED NOW!
Strong writing skills Grades 1st Recreation/Enrichment
thru H S Mon -Fri 3.9pm (Flex Programs P/T M -F 2.6 15pm
Pay Range 5783-511 32/hour
hrsi 51 2001n0 408.255.5247
starting depending on exp No
DAYCARE TEACHERS: K -8th ECE units req Call Kathy
School seeks responsible Ird. 408.354-8700X245
Moats for extended daycare
TEACHER: PRIMARY PLUS
PIT in the afternoon No ECE
units required Previous experi- seeking PT afterschool leachers working with students ages
ence with children preferred
4-14 Hours are 230-6 00pm
Call 244-1968 X16
M -F Also seeking substitute
ACTION DAY NURSERY/
teachers
which offer flexible
PRIMARY PLUS seeking
schedules Exp a must Call
OFFICE ASSISTANT-Balloonatle Infant. Toddler 8 Preschool
Cathy 244-1968 x0X16 or fax
is looking fur a PIT Office Asst Teachers 8 Aides Substitute
resume to 248-7433
MWFAS125pm or T S
positions, some with flexible
12 30-5pm Required skills
schedules are also availSWIM TEACHERS-Year
Michisuli Word it Publisher Excel
able ECE units are required
round program indoor pool
typing invoices filing 8 answer- for teacher positions but
Experience with children a
ing phones E-mail your res to not req for Aide positions
Jana,a/balloonatics corn or call Excellent opportunity for Child must Teaching experience not
required AM-PM/WE shifts
14081 866-8206
Development majors Call
available Email resume to
Cathy tor an interview OD 244.
OFFICE ASSISTANT: Help
SdaV1S avar
1988X i6 or tax res to 248-7433
answer phones make copies
schedule ft confirm appls etc
hourly
KidsPark
TEACHER:
Call 14081 279-8080
hildcare ctr Flex hours pri
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Pit NANNY A PARENT HELPER
units req Fun recreation
Delightful, energetic children
program Team environment
ages 3 8 5 Hours somewhat
Benefits avail Visit www
flexible Lt cooking Current
kKIspark corn (Ctr by Oakodge CDL, First Aid. CPR a,
Malft Call Leslie 213-0970 or
References Required Willow
LOS ALTOS GRILL
email leslie4kidspark corn
Glen location Call 297-7002
(6 ALTOS Vii LADE
FAX 260-7366
233 3RD STREET LOS ALTOS, CA
Now Accepting applications for
SERVERSBARTENDERS.
FRONT DOOR
APPLY IN PERSON 233 3rd
Streator San Antonio
Monday-Friday 2:00pm-4:00pm
or by appt 650 948 3524

EDUCATION
RECREATION

EMPLOYMENT
GENERAL

AmouticEmENTs ROOMS for RENT. Convenient
location We are taking applications for rooms available on
So 13th St near Santa Clara
St. This is close to San Jose
State University near the heart
of San Jose You II be within
walking distance to enicyrigs
many of the downtown shop
& restaurants All rooms have
private entrances Each room
otters a private lull bath indiMoat air conditioning A A small
refrigerator Monthly parking
passes may be available at an
additional cost Street parking
available Coin operated laundry No pets Excellent value i.
$575/mo PG&E Water Cable
& Garbage Paid No Deposit
ROOM FOR RENT: Maburyi Required Building run by proWhite $500 1/4 utils Lg rm
fessional managers Reserve
Cluiet neighborhood 347-1906 your room today Call 14081
254-4500 or email
MORTDAGES@Statt WiUERE COM

SHARED HOUSING

NANNY

RESTAURANT/
FOOD SERVICE

TIRED OF SHARING
A BATHROOM??
Come see our huge
2 bedroom 2 full bath
over 1000 sq foot apartment
Walking distance to SJSU
Newly remodeled
Laundry facilities
Parking
Security Gate
Easy Access to Bay
Area freeways
Substantially larger than
others, $1195 00/mo
408.947-0803
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LEE’S SANDWICHES-NOW
HIRING! All posimns available
260 E Santa Clara St iruSixth
St Next to New Civic Center/
City Hall Call 687-1015 or visit
vherw leesandwiches corn
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The last 10 games:

The last 10 games:

W vs. Texas-El Paso, 66-51
W vs. Boise State, 64-47
L vs. SMU, 58-37
L vs. Louisiana Tech, 66-52

L vs. Texas-El Paso, 69-65
L vs. Boise State, 72-62
L vs. SMU, 77-69

W vs. Hawai’i, 54-49
W vs. Portland State, 69-60
L vs. Fresno State, 79-63
W vs. Nevada, 76-63
W vs. Grambling State, 63-56
L vs. Mississippi State, 66-6(1
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L vs. Nevada, 70-55
L vs. Montana State, 72-59
L vs. UC Irvine, 76-55
L vs. Georgetown, 58-40

other
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For your paper or dissertation
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SCHEDULING BONUS
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SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN 51000-52000 in earnings
iincludes coSmetict $6900 oei yew for your group Call TODAY
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Satre 30, .60.., For info rail
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EDITING Term papers
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W vs. Louisiana Tech, 88-87
L vs. Hawai’i, 71-45
L vs. Fresno State, 63-56

Losing streak looms over
men’s basketball team

A line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation and spaces between words.

Ad rates: 3 -line minimum

7.) Louisiana Tech
8.) Hawai’i
9.) San Jose State
10.) Tulsa

For National and Agency rates cal) 408.924,3277

"

1.) Nevada
2.) Texas-El Paso
3.) Rice
4.) Fresno State
5.) Southern Methodist
6.) Boise State

PHN: 408-924-3277
FAX: 408-924-3282
Email: classified@casa.sjsu.edu
Online: www.thespartandaily.com

SPERM DONORS NEEDED
The Palo Alto CA branch of
the California Cryobank is
seeking men of all ethnicities
for our sperm donor programs
If you are currently attending
college or hold a BA degree
you can earn up to 59Mi/rno
receive a free comprehensive
health screening & help infertile
couples. For more information
or to apply online please visit
www cryobankdonors corn
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WAC men’s basketball standings

10.) Nevada
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The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below not
is there any guarantee implied
The classified columns of the
Spartan Daily consist of paid
advertising and offerings are
not approved or verified by the
newspaper
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enter for chance to win a free trip for you and a friend in our vacation
sweepstakes. you have priorities, an amazing vacation is one of them. whether
it’s at the beach, volunteering in the community, or on an adventure,
the choice is yours. for official rules, visit www.pwc.com/mypriorityvacation
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1 No purchase necessary
2 Must be at least 18 years of age, a stuff:Jew attending
this school and legal U S resident
3 Must enter by 2/22/05 at 11 59PM EST
4 See Official Rules at vwvw pwc com/mypriorityvarab,n
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